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I do believe something
very magical can happen
when you read a book.

-J.K. Rowling-
Dear St. George’s Community,

In our quest to nurture a culture of reading in our school, we have produced another wonderful list of books for you to enjoy this summer. Whether you are reading for work or pleasure, you will be able to do so in a range of languages, selecting from books recommended by our language faculties for all age groups. Titles in blue have recently been added to the school library and may be signed out during the academic year.

*The Magic of Reading*

Each story is a journey not only for the characters, but also for you. Books teach you compassion. They help you work on your capacity to connect to another person and invest yourself in their story. You will learn to be more observant, imaginative and creative. Reading can widen your mind’s horizons to an incredible extent and fully transform your view of the world. Books guide you towards becoming a dreamer and teach you that you are capable of doing anything you put your mind to, no matter how hard it may seem. The most important books in your life will be the ones that are mirrors of your life. You will see your own reflection in the pages and, as you read, you will start to understand yourself on a deeper level. Another part of you, that you have always been searching for, will be discovered. The words written by a complete stranger will help you connect with the person you have to know the best - yourself. Therefore, the more you read, the more you will learn about who you truly are.

Excerpt from an IGCSE English speech by Tatiana Stepanova, Year 11

Happy reading!
Chalet

Contemporary fiction

- After the Fall by Daniel Santat
- The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors by Drew Daywalt
- Snow White and Little Red Riding Hood Stories Around the World by Jessica Gunderson
- Cinderella Stories Around the World by Cari Meister
- The Squirrels who Squabbled by Rachel Bright
- Tad by Benji Davies
- The Donkey Egg by Janet Stevens
- Rescue & Jessica: A life-changing friendship by Jessica Kensky and Patrick Downes
- Your Mind is Like the Sky by Bronwen Ballard and Laura Carlin
- Oijichan’s Gift by Chieri Uegaki
- I Can Only Draw Worms by Will Mabbitt
- They Say Blue by Jillian Tamaki
- An Atlas of Imaginary Places by Mia Cassany
- The Neighbors by Einat Tsarfati
- The Dog Who Wanted to Fly by Kathy Stinson
- Drawn Together by Minh Le
- The Rough Patch by Brian Lies
- Pearl by Molly Idle
- The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson
- Otto and Pio by Marianne Dubuc
- The Wolf, the Duck and the Mouse by Mac Barnett
- Ruby’s Worry by Tom Percival
- I am a Cat by Gaila Bernstein
- Ocean Sky by Terry & Eric Fan
- Florette by Anna Walker
- I Walk With Vanessa: A story about a simple act of kindness by Kerascoët
- Small Saul by Ashley Spires
- A New Home by Tania de Regil
- The Wall in the Middle of the Book by Jon Agee
- Alma and How She Got Her Name by Juana Martinez-Neal
- We Don’t Eat Our Classmates by Ryan T. Higgins
- Jabari Jumps by Gaia Cornwall
Classics

- *The Magic Pudding* by Norman Lindsay
- *Winnie the Pooh* by AA Milne
- *Horton Hears a Who!* by Dr. Seuss
- *The Cat in the Hat* by Dr. Seuss
- *Madeline* by Ludwig Bemelmans
- *Titch* by Pat Hutchins
- *Alfie Gets in First* by Shirley Hughes
- *Flat Stanley* by Jeff Brown
- *Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?* by Bill Martin
- *The Very Hungry Caterpillar* by Eric Carle
- *Where the Wild Things Are* by Maurice Sendak
- *Harold and the Purple Crayon* by Crockett Johnson
- *Where the Sidewalk Ends* by Shel Silverstein
- *The Velveteen Rabbit* by Margery Williams
- *Curious George* by H.A. Rey

Poetry

- *The Stuff of Stars* by Marion Dane Bauer
- *A First Book of the Sea* by Nicola Davies
- *Sometimes You Fly* by Katherine Applegate
- *In the Past* by Matthew Trueman
- *I am Loved* by Nikki Giovanni
- *Twilight Chant* by Holly Thompson
- *Hidden City: Poems of Urban Wildlife* by Sarah Grace Tuttle

Non-fiction

- *Chasing Cheetahs: The Race to Save Africa's Fastest Cats* by Sy Montgomery
- *Swimming with Sharks* by Heather Lang
- *The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau* by Dan Yaccarino
- *Water is Water* by Miranda Paul
- *Kubla Khan: The Emperor of Everything* by Kathleen Krull
- *Beacon to Freedom: The Story of a Conductor on the Underground Railroad* by Jenna Glatzer
- *Hidden Figures* by Margot Lee Shetterly and Winifred Conkling
- *Because* by Mo Willems
- *Bird Watch* by Christie Matheson
- *Brave Ballerina* by Michelle Meadows
- *Like a Lizard* by April Pulley Sayre
● Power Up by Seth Fishman
● The Sun is Kind of a Big Deal by Nick Seluk
● Water Land: Land and Water Forms Around the World by Christy Hale

Français
● Mimi aime le sport de Lucy Cousins
● Préférerais-tu? de J. Burningham
● Le compte est rond de David Gauthier
● Le grand livre de l’école de R. Scarry
● Emilie est invitée de Domitille de Pressensé
● J’adore le jus de rat! de Christian Lamblin
● Une drôle de nuit de Eric Battut

Russian
● А. С. Пушкин Сказка о рыбаке и рыбке
● С. Михалков «Про мимозу», «Про Фому.»
● в. А. С. Пушкин “Сказка о рыбаке и рыбке”
● Д. Н. Мамин-Сибиряк “Серая шейка”
● В. Драгунский. «Смерть шпиона Гадюкина», «Заколдованная буква»
● А. Барто. Стихи
● Г. Остер «Вредные советы»

Student Recommendations (recommended by Year 1 and Year 2)
● The Tiger Who Came To Tea by Judith Kerr
● Avocado Baby by John Burningham
● You Can’t Take An Elephant On The Bus by Patricia Cleveland-Peck
● The Dark by Lemony Snicket
● I Want My Hat Back by Jon Klassen
● Katie Morag’s Island Stories by Mairi Hedderwick
● Mister Magnolia by Quentin Blake
● Funnybones by Allan Ahlberg
● Peace At Last by Jill Murphy
● We’re Going On A Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen
Upper Junior School

Contemporary fiction

- *Jack and the Geniuses* by Bill Nye
- *Scream Street: Looks Like Trouble* by Tommy Donbavand
- *Scream Street: Negatives Attract* by Tommy Donbavand
- *Pippa Morgan’s Diary* by Annie Kelsey
- *Short!* edited by Kevin Crossley-Holland
- *The Dog Who Lost His Bark* by Eoin Colfer
- *The Eleventh Hour* by Jacques Goldstyn
- *Miraculous Miranda* by Siobhán Parkinson
- *The Lost Magician* by Piers Torday
- *The Umbrella Mouse* by Anna Fargher
- *The Boy at the Back of the Class* by Onjali Q. Raûf
- *Sweep* by Jonathan Auxier
- *Louisiana’s Way Home* by Kate DiCamillo
- *The Book of Boy* by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
- *Fing* by David Walliams
- *Ban This Book* by Alan Gratz
- *Amina’s Voice* by Hena Khan
- *A Boy Called Bat* by Elana K. Arnold
- *The Mad Wolf’s Daughter* by Diane Magras
- *Bob* by Wendy Mass

Classics

- *The Secret Garden* by Frances Hodgson Burnett
- *My Father's Dragon* by Ruth Stiles Gannett
- *The Phantom Tollbooth* by Norton Juster
- *Charlotte's Web* by E.B. White
- *Pippi Longstocking* by Astrid Lindgren
- *Treasure Island* by Robert Louis Stevenson
- *James and the Giant Peach* (or anything else written) by Roald Dahl
- *Heidi* by Johanna Spyri
- *A Series of Unfortunate Events* (the whole series) by Lemony Snicket
- *Little House in the Big Woods* (series) by Laura Ingalls Wilder
- *Five on a Treasure Island* (or anything else) by Enid Blyton
Poetry
- Comets, Stars, the Moon and Mars by Douglas Florian
- Every Month is a Year by Marilyn Singer
- With My Hands: Poems About Making Things by Amy Ludwig VanDerwater
- I’ll Root for You by Edward van de Vendel
- Seeing into Tomorrow by Richard Wright; illustrated by Nina Crews
- Missing Mike by Shari Green
- Knockout by K.A. Holt

Non-fiction
- Forces and Motion: Investigating a Car Crash by Ian Graham
- Everything Big Cats: Pictures to Purr About and Info to Make You Roar! by Elizabeth Carney
- DK Findout! Stone Age
- If Stones Could Speak: Unlocking the Secrets of Stonehenge by Marc Aronson & Mike Parker Pearson
- Guts & Glory: The Vikings by Ben Thompson
- Daring Dozen: The twelve who walked on the moon by Suzanne Slade
- Just Right: Searching for the Goldilocks Planet by Curtis Manley
- The Crayon Man: The true story of the invention of Crayola Crayons by Natascha Biebow
- The Frog Book by Steve Jenkins & Robin Page
- The Hyena Scientist by Sy Montgomery
- Calling All Minds: How to think and create like an inventor by Temple Grandin

Graphic Novels
- Click by Kayla Miller
- Dog Man series by Dav Pilkey
- Bad Guys series by Aaron Blabey
- Secret Coders by Gene Luen Yang
- Pilu of the Woods by Mai K. Nguyen
- Cardboard Kingdom by Chad Sell
- The Tea Dragon Society by Katie O’Neill

Français
- Otto, autobiographie d’un ours en peluche de Tomi Ungerer
- Sfar Joann: Monsieur Crocodile a beaucoup faim de Joann Sfar
- L’ogre gentleman de Praline Gay-Para
La montagne aux trois questions de Béatrice Tanaka
Tour de Terre en poésie: anthologie multilingue de poèmes du monde de Jean-Marie Henry
Les contes rouges ou Les contes bleus du chat perché de Marcel Aymé
Le rêve de renard de Keizaburo Tejima
Moi, le loup et les chocos de Delphine Perret
La pêche à la baleine de Jacques Prévert
Le roi de la bibliothèque de Michelle Knudsen
Affaires de loup de Trimouille Pascale
L’Afrique de Zigomar de Corentin Philippe
Le tigre bleu de Robel Nicolas
L’oiseau de vérité de Fdida Jean Jacques
Au creux de la noisette de Mingau Muriel
Marie et le chat sauvage de Chessex Jacques
Le voleur de chouchous de Bottero Pierre
Mystère de Murail Marie Aude
La princesse de neige de Nottet Pascal
Spirou et Fantasio de Franquin
Le génie de la boîte de ravioli de Zullo Germano
L’ogre gentleman de Gay-Para Praline
Comment Wang-fo fut sauvé de Yourcenar Marguerite
Rêves amers de Condé Maryse
Nouvelles histoires pressées de Friot Bernard

Russian
Кир Булычев “Приключения Алисы” (“Девочка, с которой ничего не случится” или другие рассказы)
И. А. Крылов. Басни
Н. В. Гоголь “Ночь перед Рождеством”
Л. Н. Толстой. “Филиппок”
А. П. Чехов. “Каштанка”, “Ванька»
А. С. Пушкин Стихи. “Капитанская дочка”, “Дубровский”
М. Ю. Лермонтов Стихи
Deutsch
- *Pippi Langstrumpf* von Astrid Lindgren
- *Nils Karlsson Däumling* von Astrid Lindgren
- *Von der Fee, die Feuer speien konnte* von Franz Fühmann
- *Die Suche nach dem wunderbunten Vögelchen* von Franz Fühmann
- *Vom Moritz, der kein Schmutzkind mehr sein wollte* von Franz Fühmann
- *Anna, genannt Humpelhexe* von Franz Fühmann
- *Die Olchi-Reihe* von Erhard Dietl
- *Der Räuber Hotzenplotz* von Otfried Preußler

Student Recommendations
- *Daft Jack and the Beanstalk* by Laurence Anholt and Arthur Robins (Year 3 class)
- *Snow White and the Seven Aliens* by Laurence Anholt and Arthur Robins (Year 3 class)
- *Horrid Henry Meets the Queen* by Francesca Simon (Year 3 class)
- *Moody Margaret’s School* by Francesca Simon (Year 3 class)
- *Mr Stink* by David Williams (Year 4 class)
- *Sputnik’s Guide to Life on Earth* by Frank Cottrell-Boyce (Year 4 class)
- *Black Holes and Uncle Albert* by Russell Stannard (Year 4 class)
- *Magnus Chase* by Rick Riordan (Vihaan Khadria, Year 5)
- *Smile* by Raina Telgemeier (Emma Paintner, Year 5)
- *Little House in the Big Woods* by Laura Ingalls Wilder (Kana Sekine Barr, Year 5)
Middle School

Contemporary fiction
- *Whatshisface* by Gordon Korman
- *Ticket to India* by NH Senzai
- *The Girl Who Drank the Moon* by Kelly Barnhill
- *As Brave As You* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora* by Pablo Cartaya
- *Fish in a Tree* by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
- *Saving Winslow* by Sharon Creech
- *Nevermore* series by Jessica Townsend
- *The Sword of the Summer (Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard series)* by Rick Riordan
- *Grounded: The Adventures of Rapunzel (Tyme #1)* by Megan Morrison
- *Front Desk* by Kelly Yang
- *The Night Diary* by Veera Hiranandani
- *The Traitor’s Game* by Jennifer Nielson
- *Ms. Bixby’s Last Day* by John David Anderson
- *Jinxed* by Amy McCulloch
- *The Last* (The Endling series) by Katherine Applegate
- *No Fixed Address* by Susin Nielsen
- *Nowhere Boy* by Katherine Marsh
- *Genesis Begins Again* by Alicia D. Williams
- *Sunny, Ghost, Patina and Lu* (#1-4 of Track series) by Jason Reynolds
- *Breakout* by Kate Messner
- *Casket of Time* by Andri Snaer Mangason
- *The Benefits of Being an Octopus* by Ann Braden
- *The Serpent’s Secret* by Sayantani DasGupta
- *Sky Raiders* (#1 of Five Kingdoms series) by Brandon Mull
- *Blended* by Sharon M. Draper
- *The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl* by Stacy McAnulty
- *Hello, Universe* by Erin Entrada Kelly
- *Serafina and the Black Cloak* by Robert Beatty
- *The Dollmaker of Krakow* by R.M. Romero
- *Piecing Me Together* by Renée Watson
- *The Book of Boy* by Catherine Gilbert Murdoch
Classics

- *The Story of Gilgamesh* by Yiyun Li
- *Holes* by Louis Sachar
- *Totto-Chan: The Little Girl at the Window* by Tetsuko Kuroyanagi
- *The Outsiders* by S.E. Hinton
- *War Horse* by Michael Morpugo
- *Antigone (Save the story edition)* by Ali Smith
- *The Adventures of Tom Sawyer* by Mark Twain
- *The Giver* by Lois Lowry
- *Bridge to Terabithia* by Katherine Paterson
- *A Wrinkle in Time* by Madeleine L’Engle
- *Are You There, God? It’s Me, Margaret* by Judy Blume
- *Tuck Everlasting* by Natalie Babbitt
- *The Secret Garden* by Frances Hodgson Burnett
- *Little Women* by Louisa May Alcott
- *Black Stallion* by Walter Farley
- *The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe* by C.S. Lewis

Graphic Novel

- *Swing it, Sunny* by Jennifer Holm
- *Real Friends* by Shannon Hale
- *In Real Life* by Cory Doctorow and Jen Wang
- *All’s Faire in Middle School* by Victoria Jamieson
- *Middle School* series by James Patterson
- *Brave* by Svetlana Chmakova
- *Fence* (series) by C.S. Pacat
- *Lily Renée, Escape Artist* by Trina Robbins
- *Be Prepared* by Vera Brosgol
- *New Kid* by Jerry Craft
- *Cici’s Journal: The adventures of a writer-in-training* by Joris Chamblain
- *Escape From Syria* by Samya Kullab
- *The Unwanted: Stories of the Syrian Refugees* by Don Brown
- *Crush* by Svetlana Chmakova
- *Illegal* by Eoin Colfer & Andrew Donkin
- *Making Friends* by Kristen Gudsnuk
- *Be Prepared* by Vera Brosgol
- *Fake Blood* by Whitney Gardner
- *Ghosts (or anything else)* by Raina Telgemeier
Non-fiction

- *Norse Myths: Tales of Odin, Thor, and Loki* by Kevin Crossley-Holland
- *Surviving Middle School: Navigating the Halls, Riding the Social Roller Coaster, and Unmasking the Real You* by Luke Reynolds
- *Freedom Summer: The 1964 Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi* by Susan Goldman Rubin
- *Show Me the Money: Big Questions about Finance* by Alvin Hall
- *Why'd They Wear That?: Fashion as the Mirror of History* by Sarah Albee
- *Smash! Exploring the Mysteries of the Universe with the Large Hadron Collider* by Sara Latta
- *Computer Coding for Kids* by Carol Vorderman
- *The Artist's Guide to Drawing Manga* by Ben Krefta
- *Photos Framed: A Fresh Look at the World's Most Memorable Photographs* by Ruth Thomson
- *Abracadabra: The Story of Magic Through the Ages* by H. P. Newquist
- *The Red Baron: The Graphic History of Richthofen’s Flying Circus and the Air War in WWI* by Wayne Vansant
- *Truce* by Jim Murphy
- *Red Scarf Girl: A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution* by Ji Li Jiang
- *Eyewitness to the Russian Revolution* by Lydia Bjornlund
- *Tasting the Sky: A Palestinian Childhood* by Ibtisam Barakat
- *The Tornado Scientist* by Mary Kay Carson
- *Putting Peace First: 7 commitments to change the world* by Eric Dawson
- *The Faithful Spy: Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Plot to Kill Hitler* by John Hendrix

Poetry

- *Booked* by Kwame Alexander
- *Rebound* by Kwame Alexander
- *Cloud Busting* by Malorie Blackman
- *Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings* by Margarita Engle
- *Jabberwalking* by Juan Felipe Herrera
- *Can I Touch Your Hair? Poems of Race, Mistakes, and Friendship* by Irene Latham & Charles Waters
- *The Horse’s Haiku* by Michael J. Rosen
Français
- La dernière chance de Robert Newton Peck
- Vingt mille lieues sous les mers de Jules Verne
- L’avenir de la Terre : le développement durable raconté aux enfants de Y. Arthus Bertrand
- Dokéo, « protéger la Terre, les grands enjeux de l’environnement » de J-M Billioud
- Les vacances du Petit Nicolas de Sempé et Goscinny
- Le Petit Prince d’ Antoine de Saint Exupéry
- Comme un roman de Daniel Pennac
- Chagrin d’école de Daniel Pennac
- L’école perdue de Tahar Ben Jelloun
- Le racisme expliqué à ma fille de Tahar Ben Jelloun
- La disparition de Georges Perec
- Une bouteille dans la mer de Gaza de Valérie Zénatti
- Les mystères de Paris d’ Eugène Sue
- Pars vite et reviens tard de Fred Vargas
- Je me souviens de Georges Perec
- Lettres de mon Moulin d’ Alphonse Daudet
- La gloire de mon père de Marcel Pagnol
- Le chateau de ma mère de Marcel Pagnol
- L’homme qui plantait des arbres de Jean Giono
- Un poète de Jacques Prévert

Russian
- А. С. Пушкин. «Медный всадник», “Повести Белкина”
- М. Ю. Лермонтов “Мцыри”, «Демон»
- И. С. Тургенев. “Муму”
- Н. В. Гоголь “Ревизор”, “Нос”
- Ф. М. Достоевский “Мальчик у Христа на елке”, “Честный вор”
- А. П. Чехов “Хамелеон”, “Злоумышленник”, “Толстый и тонкий”

Deutsch
- Pünktchen und Anton von Erich Kästner
- Emil und die Detektive von Erich Kästner
- Das doppelte Lottchen von Erich Kästner
- Das fliegende Klassenzimmer von Erich Kästner
- Kalle Blomquist von Astrid Lindgren
- Ronja Räubertochter von Astrid Lindgren
● Die Brüder Löwenherz von Astrid Lindgren
● Mio, mein Mio von Astrid Lindgren
● Wir pfeifen auf den Gurkenkönig von Christine Nöstlinger
● Das Austauschkind von Christine Nöstlinger
● Am Montag ist alles ganz anders von Christine Nöstlinger
● Das Herz des Piraten von Benno Pludra
● Momo von Michael Ende

**Student Recommendations**

● *Black Beauty* by Anna Sewell (Celia Rupprecht Larrea, Year 6)
● *The Boy at the Back of the Class* by Onjali Q. Raúf (Gabriella Fisher, Year 6)
● *Starring Tracy Beaker* by Jacqueline Wilson (Anwita Dwivedi, Year 7)
● *Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children* by Ransom Riggs (Tiago Vieira de Carvalho, Year 8)
● *The Scarlet and Ivy series* by Sophie Cleverly (Eliza Travis, Year 8)
● *The Diabloic* by S.J. Kincaid (Liya Hutchful, Year 9)
● *One of us is lying* by Karen M. MacManus (Liv Mayer)
● *Mirror Mirror: A Novel* by Cara Delevingne (Lara Kuehnemann)
Senior School

**Contemporary fiction**
- *The Hate U Give* by Angie Thomas
- *The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue* by Mackenzie Lee
- *Buffalo Soldier* by Tanya Landman
- *Ready Player One* by Ernest Kline
- *Ender’s Game* by Orson Scott Card
- *Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children* by Ransom Riggs
- *The Art of Being Normal* by Lisa Williamson
- *One Of Us Is Lying* by Karen McManus
- *La Belle Sauvage: The Book of Dust Volume One* by Philip Pullman
- *A Strangeness in My Mind* by Orhan Pamuk
- *Scythe* by Neal Shusterman
- *Turtles All the Way Down* by John Green
- *Lovely War* by Julie Berry
- *Running Full Tilt* by Michael Currinder
- *S.T.A.G.S.* by M.A. Bennett
- *Starfish* by Akemi Dawn Bowman
- *Ink* by Alice Broadway
- *Otherworld* by Jason Segel
- *Sadie* by Courtney Summers
- *Skyward* by Brandon Sanders
- *The Gilded Wolves* by Roshani Chokshi
- *King of Scars* by Leigh Bardugo
- *Dry* by Neal Shusterman
- *The New Boy* by Tracy Chevalier
- *Are We All Lemmings & Snowflakes?* by Holly Bourne
- *The Librarian of Auschwitz* by Antonia Iturbe
- *Pride* by Ibi Zoboi
- *Children of Blood and Bone* by Tomi Adeyemi
- *Furyborn* by Claire Legrande
- *Eliza and Her Monsters* by Francesca Zappia

**Classics:**
- *Jane Eyre* by Charlotte Brontë
- *The Lord of the Rings* by J.R.R. Tolkien
- *Rebecca* by Daphne DuMaurier
- *The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde* by Robert Louis Stevenson
• *Don Quixote* by Miguel de Cervantes
• *Things Fall Apart* by Chinua Achebe
• *To Kill a Mockingbird* by Harper Lee
• *One Hundred Years of Solitude* by Gabriel Garcia Marquez
• *In the Time of Butterflies* by Julia Alvarez
• *The Great Gatsby* by F. Scott Fitzgerald
• *Native Son* by Richard Wright
• *The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn* by Mark Twain
• *Animal Farm* and *1984* by George Orwell
• *A Tale of Two Cities* by Charles Dickens
• *The Count of Monte Cristo* and *The Three Musketeers* by Alexandre Dumas
• *War and Peace* by Leo Tolstoy
• *Dr. Zhivago* by Boris Pasternak
• *Gone With the Wind* by Margaret Mitchell

**Graphic Novels**

• *Username Evie* by Joe Sugg
• *Spill Zone* by Scott Westerfield
• *To Kill a Mockingbird* (adaptation of Harper Lee's novel) by Fred Fordham
• *Anne Frank's Diary* by Anne Frank & Ari Folman; illustrated by David Polonsky
• *Hey Kiddo* by Jarrett J. Krosoczka
• *On a Sunbeam* by Tillie Walden
• *Royal City* (series) by Jeff Lemire
• *Speak* by Laurie Halse Anderson

**Poetry:**

• *The Poet X* by Elizabeth Acevedo
• *Voices in the Air* by Naomi Shihab Nye
• *For Every One* by Jason Reynolds
• *White Rose* by Kip Wilson
• *Soaring Earth* by Margarita Engle
• *Introducing George the Poet: Search Party: A Collection of Poems* by George the Poet
• *Wildly Romantic: The English Romantic Poets: The Mad, the Bad, and the Dangerous* by Catherine M. Adronik
• *Tales from Ovid* by Ted Hughes
• Shakespeare's Sonnets by William Shakespeare
• *Long Way Down* by Jason Reynolds
Non-fiction

- *Artificial Intelligence: Building Smarter Machines* by Stephanie Sammartino McPherson
- *All the News Unfit to Print: How Things Were... and How They Were Reported* by Eric Burns
- *Heads Up Psychology* by Marcus Weeks
- *Fairness, Responsibility, and Welfare* by Fleurbaey, Marc
- *Educated* by Tara Westover
- *Suffragettes: The Fight for Votes for Women* by Joyce Marlow
- *Brief Answers to the Big Questions* by Stephen Hawking
- *Learn To Program With Scratch* by Majed Marji
- *Marketing in the 21st Century and Beyond: Timeless Strategies for Success* Edited by Bruce D. Keillor
- *How to Draw Like a Fashion Designer: Inspirational Sketchbooks - Tips from Top Designers* by Celia Joicey & Dennis Nothdruft
- *Graphic: Inside the Sketchbooks of the World’s Great Graphic Designers* by Steven Heller & Lita Talarico
- *Eyes of the World: Robert Capa, Gerda Taro, and the Invention of Modern Photojournalism* by Marc Aronson
- *Daily Life during the French Revolution* by James M. Anderson
- *Revolution! - Writings from Russia: 1917* by Pete Ayrton
- *The Guns at Last Light: The War in Western Europe, 1944-1945* by Rick Atkinson
- *Unsung Heroes of World War II: The Story of the Navajo Code Talkers* by Deanne Durrett
- *The Arab-Israeli Conflict* by Kirsten E. Schulze
- *Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China* by Jung Chang
- *Guerrilla Warfare* by Ernesto Che Guevara
- *Gandhi: My Life Is My Message* by Jason Quinn
- *The Cut Out Girl* by Bart Van Es
- *Winners Take All: The Elite Charade of Changing the World* by Anand Giridharadas
- *Utopia for Realists: And How We Can Get There* by Rutger Bregman
- *Digital Humanitarians* by Patrick Meier

Français

- *L’île mystérieuse, Voyage au centre de la Terre* de Jules Verne
- *Les fourmis, l’arbre des possibles* de Bernard Weber
- *Les Misérables* de Victor Hugo
● Comme un roman de Daniel Pennac
● Chagrin d'école de Daniel Pennac
● La disparition de Georges Perec
● Une bouteille dans la mer de Gaza de Valérie Zénatti
● Pars vite et reviens tard de Fred Vargas
● Les mystères de Paris de Eugène Sue
● Je me souviens de Georges Perec

Espagnol
● Campos de fresas por Jordi Sierra i Fabra
● El coronel no tiene quien le escriba por Gabriel García Márquez
● Tan veloz como el deseo por Laura Esquivel
● El libro de los rostros por Ana Alonso
● La boca del infierno por Rocío Rueda
● Relato de un náufrago por Gabriel García Márquez
● Como agua para chocolate por Laura Esquivel

Deutsch
● Save me von Mona Kasten
● Die Welle von Morton Rhue
● Das letzte Einhorn und Zwei Herzen von Peter S. Beagle
● Der Kleine Prinz von Antoine de Saint-Exupery
● Anna Frank Tagebuch
● Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts von Harry Fröhlich and Joseph von Eichendorff
● Marquise von O.../ Das Erdbeben von Chili von Olaf Hildebrand and Christine Mersiowsky

Russian
● А. С. Грибоедов "Горе от ума"
● А. С. Пушкин «Пиковая дама», «Евгений Онегин»
● М. Ю. Лермонтов «Герой нашего времени»
● И. С. Тургенев “Ася”
● Л. Н. Толстой. “Дьявол”, “Крейцерова соната”
● А. П. Чехов “Дама с собачкой”, “Попрыгунья”, “Ионыч”
● Н. В. Гоголь «Шинель», «Вий»
● Ф. М. Достоевский «Кроткая», «Мальчики» (отрывок из романа «Братья Карамазовы»)
Student Recommendations

- *A Thousand Splendid Suns* by Khaled Hosseini (Pavan Ramana, Year 10)
- *The Giver* by Lois Lowry (Melanie Domingues Tomaz da Silva, Year 11)
- *The Queen of Water* by Laura Resau (Chloe Potamianos-Horam, Year 11)
- *1984* by George Orwell (Yadavi Madani, Year 11)
- *What if?* by Randall Munroe (Isabel Cafferkey, Year 11)
- *Sapiens: A Brief History of Mankind* by Yuval Noah Harari (Emma Besse, Year 12)
- *The Unbearable Lightness of Being* by Milan Kundera (Polina Belousova, Year 12)
- *Jane Eyre* by Charlotte Brontë (Mia Romö, Year 12)
- *Popcorn* by Ben Elton (Sophie Edwards)
- *The Call of Cthulhu* by H.P. Lovecraft (Miguel Lonzanida, Year 12)
- *The Tao of Pooh* by Benjamin Hoff (Anna Belyavskaya)
- *Children writing to God/Дети пишут Богу* by Mikhail Dimov (Mikhail Dimov or Anna Belyavskaya)
- *Guo Lun* by Guo Degang (Shirley Yin)
- *The Hate U Give* by Angie Thomas (Alina Ogay, Year 13)
- *Since you’ve been gone* by Morgan Matson (Katrine Offermanns, Year 13)
Modern Foreign Languages and English by Level

**A1/2: Espagnol**
- *El sueño de Jorge* por Cristina Bartolomé Martínez
- *Perdidos en el camino del Inca* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *Aventura en La Habana* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *La chica del tren* por Jordí Surís
- *El secreto de las flores* por Jordí Surís
- *Trimestre maldito* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *El monstruo del rock* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *En busca del amigo desaparecido* por Maureen Simpson
- *El amor de Beatriz* por Maria Luisa Banfi, Luca Poli y Pablo Acebron Tolosa
- ¡Colegas! por Raquel García Prieto
- Madrid ¡Me encantas! por Cristina Bartolomè

**A1/A2: Français**
- *24 heures en Bretagne* de Christian Lause
- *24 heures à Montréal* de Christian Lause
- *24 heures à Paris* de Christian Lause
- *Arthur en danger* de Anne-Marie Vincent
- *Le voyage du collège* de I. Darras and Yuio
- *Dans l’œil d’un cyclone* de Isabelle Darras
- *Cyber-attaque au college: Comic* de I. Darras and Yuio
- *SOS, les 4eF disparaissent* de Darras and Yuio
- *Sous les falaises de crai* de Marcelline Putnai
- *Arrête ton cinéma, Tarek!* de Isabelle Darras
- *Coeur de Pirate* de Nathalie Karanfilovic und Cyril Skinazy
- *La bande à Fredo* de Anne M LePlouhinec

**A1/A2: Deutsch**
- *4 Zimmer, Küche, Bad* von Elisabeth Muntschick
- *Das Lasagne-Desaster* von Elisabeth Muntschick
- *Das Job-Geheimnis* von Christine Rettl
- *Neuanfang mit Schokolade* von Carolin Hinck
- *Überfall in Hamburg* von Felix und Theo
Ein Basketballstar am Main von Andrea Maria Wagner
Oktoberfest kriminell von Felix und Theo
Raub im Kölner Karneval von Felix und Theo
Die Bremer Stadtmusikanten von Alessandra Vitelli
Berlin filmreif von Felix und Theo
Und das nennt ihr Mut? von Inge Meyer-Dietrich und Susanne Haberer
Die richtige Taste: Johann Sebastian Bach von Achim Seiffarth
Das doppelte Lottchen von Erich Kästner und Walter Trier
Falsches Spiel in München von Felix und Theo

A1/A2: English

Sing to Win by Andrea Sarto
The Big Game by Paul Shipton
Hachiko: Japan’s Most Faithful Dog retold by Nicole Irving
Stephen Hawking by Alex Raynham
Muhammad Ali by Andrea Sarto
Stories from the Heart retold by Jennifer Bassett
Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White

B1/2: Francais

Tout au bout des rêves de I. Darras
Dans l’œil du cyclone de I. Darras
Danger à Lyon de T. Javid
Notre Dame de Paris de Victor Hugo
Un cas hard rock de C. Lause
Sans Famille de Malot
Maigret tend un piège de Georges Simenon

B1/2: Espagnol

El diario de Val por Mary Flagan
El burlador de Sevilla por Tirso de Molina
Niebla by Miguel por Unamuno
Fortunata y Jacinta por Benito Pérez Galdós und Kurt Kuhn

B1/B2 Deutsch

Kleider machen Leute von Gottfried Keller
Die Räuber von Uwe Jansen und Friedrich Schiller
Falsches Spiel in München von Felix und Theo
In German:

- Die Entdeckung der Currywurst von Uwe Timm
- Am Beispiel meines Bruders von Uwe Timm
- Heiße Spur in München von Stefanie Wülfing
- Drei Männer im Schnee von Erich Kästner
- Yildiz heißt Stern von Isolde Heyne
- Sophie Scholl. Die Weiße Rose von Achim Seiffarth

In English:

- The Wave by Todd Strasser
- The Giver by Lois Lowry
- Refugee Boy by Benjamin Zephaniah
- The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
- Kiss Kiss by Roald Dahl
- The Number 1 Ladies Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith
What are your teachers reading?

● Mrs Allsop: *A trick of the light* by Louise Penny
● Mrs Bartimote: *Frankenstein in Baghdad* by Ahmed Saadawi
● Miss Blythe: *Men Without Women* by Murakami
● Mrs Bodenmann: *Le tunnel* de Avraham Yehoshua
● Dr Brooke: *How to bake π* by Eugenia Cheng
● Mr Chapuis: *Conquering the impossible* by Mike Horn
● Ms Clergé: *Mémoires d'une jeune fille rangée* by Simone de Beauvoir
● Ms Devereux: *The In-between World of Vikram Lall* by M. G. Vassanji
● Ms Firouz: *Istanbul: Memories and the City* by Orhan Pamuk
● Mr Griffiths: *The Poison Squad* by Deborah Blum
● Mr Hubert: *A Commissario Soneri Investigation* by Valerio Varesi
● Mrs Jefferiss Jones: *Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine* by Gail Honeyman
● Mr Jupp: *Around the World in 80 Days : My World Record Breaking Adventure* by Mark Beaumont
● Mrs Jupp: *The Island, The Sunrise and The Thread* by Victoria Hislop
● Mr Katz: *Phoenix Squadron* by Rowland White
● Mr Lineham: *Einstein’s Cosmos: How Albert Einstein’s vision transformed our understanding of space and time* by Michio Kaku
● Mrs Lovegrove-Mekkaoui: *What to think about machines that think* by John Brockman
● Mrs Marabotto: *La Tresse* by Laetitia Colombani
● Mr McKay: *Alchemy: The Surprising Power of Ideas that Don’t Make Sense* by Rory Sutherland
● Mrs McKay: *One False Move* by Robert Goddard
● Mr Gillan: *1984* by George Orwell
● Mrs Pinkney Carr: *The Handmaid’s Tale* by Margaret Atwood
● Mrs Robert-Charrue: *How To Stop Time* by Matt Haig
● Mrs Romö: *Educated* by Tara Westover
● Mrs Ross: *The Man Who Climbs Trees. A memoir* by James Aldred
● Ms Thomas: *Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup* by John Carreyrou
● Mr Travis: *Factfulness : Ten Reasons We're Wrong About The World - And Why Things Are Better Than You Think* by Hans Rosling
● Ms Vignatti: *Grammaire de l'imagination* de Gianni Rodari
● Ms Walker: *The Lake of Dead Languages* by Carol Goodman